
MTML Activity 1 Linguistically Diverse Learner Profiles (group)

Learner Background
Pedro Delgado is a nine year old boy living in the hispanic community in Tucson, Arizona.
He is a grade 4 student in the elementary school within his community.  Pedro is a middle
child with two sisters, Gloria age 12, and Isabella age 5. Both of his parents are working in
the city nearby. His father is a freelance construction worker and his mother works in a
restaurant and takes night classes in culinary arts. Pedro’s  65 year old grandmother is often
the only adult they see in their household until after dinner. Most days, the Delgado children
do not get to see their parents as they leave home early and work or study until late in the
evening. Gloria helps her grandmother with cooking and other household activities, often
leaving Pedro and Isabella to themselves. They spend a lot of time drawing together and
searching for pirate treasure in their neighborhood. Pedro always takes his younger sister to
the school and back as their parents left him in charge, it is his ‘man of the house’ duty. His
favourite thing to do is playing with their pet dog Stella.

Learner Characteristics
Pedro’s 1st language is Spanish. He moved to the United States when he was 6 years old
and that was when he first heard any words in the English language. Since his grandmother
cannot speak English, he often does his homework alone. As his older sister is busy with her
middle school work and supporting grandma, helping with Isabella’s school work is also his
responsibility. The family speaks Spanish at home and English use is often limited to Pedro
and his two sisters.

Pedro is motivated by his peers. He was a leader in his social group when he first arrived in
the United States and has since been trying to use English to maintain his social standing.
Yet, he has very little exposure to English outside of school. Pedro is a visual learner. He
often expresses himself through drawings and can create detailed diagrams to show his
understanding. In school 1-1 with his teacher he attempts to use more English, yet, around
his peers is shy to try using his academic English vocabulary.

Pedro is very responsible and good at time management. He has a great sense of direction
and loves to be the line leader because he knows exactly how to get everywhere in the
school! He likes to have a set routine at school. After he has adjusted to a new routine he
has a better grasp over the expectations and language demand for each time of the day and
his academic performance reflects improvement.

Learner Aptitude
Pedro seems to be presenting the Silent period of English language development. His
English comprehension level is quite low and he avoids talking to other students in English if
possible. Even when he speaks in English he does not show good discourse management.
Despite his lack of fluency in the English language, he shows strengths in math, time
management, following directions, arts and expressing ideas through drawings. Pedro can
be explosive at times in the classroom and outside during recess when he feels frustrated
due to his lack of language comprehension. He needs support with the social use of English
as when he is on the playground if people are using too much English he feels left out and
socially frustrated.

Aptitude/WIDA Levels: 4th grade

● Listening
○ Level 1 Entering: Process recounts by

■ Matching oral words and phrases to content-related pictures or objects

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J9t1figP-GKaXcxNaBEaXyT5xZDZop05/view?usp=sharing


■ Identifying the topic in oral statements
○ Level 2 Emerging: Process explanations by (higher with explanations and

routines due to his funds of knowledge from responsibilities at home)
■ Organizing routine causal or sequential relationships described orally
■ Following oral directions to show recurring steps in cycles or problem-

solving
○ Level 1 Entering: Process arguments by

■ Matching illustrations with oral points of view
■ Identifying language related to facts or opinions from oral

presentations
● Speaking

○ Level 1 Entering: Recount by
■ Stating key words and phrases associated with the content using

visual or graphic support
■ Communicating personal experiences orally

○ Level 1 Entering: Explain by
■ Naming components of phenomena using illustrations, photographs,

or diagrams
■ Demonstrating procedures using realia

○ Level 1 Entering: Argue by
■ Stating reasons for choices using words or phrases
■ Answering yes/no or choice questions across content or personal

preferences
● Reading

○ Level 1 Entering: Process recounts by
■ Identifying words in context during oral reading of illustrated text on

familiar topics or experiences
■ Highlighting previewed or familiar phrases

○ Level 1 Entering: Process explanations by
■ Matching illustrated words/ phrases to causal or sequential language
■ Sequencing sentences strips to show content-area processes from

illustrated texts
○ Level 1 Entering: Process arguments by

■ Identifying key words and phrases of claims
■ Identifying a claim or an opinion in multimedia with a partner

● Writing
○ Level 2 Emerging: Recount by

■ Listing procedural steps across content areas
■ Listing positive and negative effects of events in informational or

narrative text
○ Level 1 Entering: Explain by

■ Producing short- answer responses to questions using word/ phrase
banks

■ Labeling charts and graphs to describe phenomena (e.g., organisms
in ecosystems)

○ Level 2 Emerging: Argue by
■ Stating reasons for particular points of view
■ Listing pros and cons of issues

● Oral Language
○ Level 1 Entering: Discuss by (Social language difficulties as well)

■ Expressing own ideas in a variety of ways (e.g., drawing, using
gestures, graphing)

■ Tracking the person speaking



■ Sharing own work (e.g., graphic organizers, drawings) to contribute to
the conversation

○ Level 3 Developing: Discuss by
■ Asking clarifying questions to demonstrate engagement
■ Using examples to clarify statements
■ Answering questions to contribute to a topic

The Interplay of Multiculturalism

Pedro lives and attends school in a culturally diverse community. His friends are of different
races, but most are of a Hispanic background with Spanish as a first language. Although he
usually enjoys playing with his friends who speak in Spanish, he also plays with children who
are English native speakers with Spanish as a second language. Spanish is offered at his
school as a specials class for students allowing native English speaking students an
opportunity for exposure to Spanish. At times, the explosive behaviours Pedro can show at
school are also found after school when he is playing soccer with his neighborhood friends.
Although there is no teacher to intervene, Pedro’s pattern of behavior is similar where he has
an explosive episode and retreats home. At school he will have an explosive episode and a
teacher will intervene and remove him from the playground and return with him to the
classroom to cool down and practice social strategies for engagement.

Pedro is a leader in two different language worlds and he works hard to maintain his social
standing. At home he is the ‘man of the house’ and takes care of his sister using Spanish. At
school he plays with his friends and now is having to use English to maintain the same level
of social connections he has. He wants to understand more English before he uses it, so as
a teacher the questions we have to ask are: How can we utilize social motivation to support
his English level? What assignments can we create that are culturally relevant and will allow
Pedro to showcase his understanding in both Spanish and English? How can we support his
social use of English in the classroom? Creating a classroom that uses funds of knowledge
to support all learners will be essential to helping Pedro as he navigates the social and
academic worlds of using English. (Chajed, 2020)

Learner Interests and Goals
Pedro aspires to operate heavy equipment for construction when he is grown and finished
school. His teachers encourage him to engage in English language activities as he will need
this throughout the rest of his schooling and to write exams for operating heavy equipment.
Although Pedro desires this job goal, and his art drawings are usually of heavy equipment,
Transformers, and robots, at his age he is removed from the reality of what he needs to do to
accomplish his long term career goals. Pedro also enjoys being outside, playing soccer,
watching movies, playing with the family dog Stella, and drawing.

Attitude and Motivation
Pedro feels anxious when everyone talks English around him, since he can not understand
most of the conversation.

He admitted that he avoids speaking English because he feels he makes too many
mistakes.

He reported a minimum of one hour per week studying English. His parents do not speak
English at home and with missed opportunities during school hours, Pedro’s frustrations are
reflected in his lack of motivation to engage with his peers. With is parents being influential in



the development of Pedro’s attitudes about learning English, their role is influential in
motivating him to acquire the second language. (Gardner, 1968)

However, he has a high degree of instrumental orientation. He thinks English is a useful
language. Pedro believes that proficiency in English is not only useful, but a necessity for
finding employment. He knows that English will be a language he often uses, yet it is not a
part of his daily life at home yet. The more social motivation he has and the more intrinsic
motivation to achieve his life goals he has, the better the results Pedro will have in becoming
fluent in English (Daskalovska et. al, 2012). He also shows high desires in integrative
orientation in learning English, so that he can enjoy English movies and music, as well as
having conversations with peers and teachers.

Contributing Group Members:
★ Chethaka Wickramasinghe
★ Si Jian
★ Suzanne Marie
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